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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an application of the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model to the Fraser River basin (FRB) of British Columbia (BC), Canada, over the latter half of the twentieth century. The Fraser River is the longest waterway in BC and supports the world’s most abundant Pacific Ocean salmon populations. Previous modeling and observational studies have demonstrated that the FRB is a snow-dominated system, but with climate change, it may evolve to a pluvial regime. Thus, the goal of this study is to evaluate the changing contribution of snow to the hydrology of the FRB over the latter half of the twentieth century. To this end, a 0.25° atmospheric forcing dataset is used to drive the VIC model from 1949 to 2006 (water years) at a daily time step over a domain covering the entire FRB. A model evaluation is first conducted over 11 major subwatersheds of the FRB to quantitatively assess the spatial variations of snow water equivalent (SWE) and runoff ($R$). The ratio of the spatially averaged maximum SWE to $R$ ($SR$) is used to quantify the contribution of snow to the runoff in the 11 subwatersheds of interest. From 1949 to 2006, $SR$ exhibits a significant decline in 9 of the 11 subwatersheds (with $p < 0.05$ according to the Mann–Kendall test statistics). To determine the sensitivity of $SR$, the air temperature and precipitation in the forcing dataset are then perturbed. The ratio $SR$ decreases more significantly, especially during the 1990s and 2000s, when air temperatures have warmed considerably compared to the 1950s. On the other hand, increasing precipitation by a multiplicative factor of 1.1 causes $SR$ to decrease. As the climate continues to warm, ecological processes and human usage of natural resources in the FRB may be substantially affected by its transition from a snow to a hybrid (nival/pluvial) and even a rain-dominated system.

1. Introduction

The presence of a seasonal snowpack in western Canada forms an essential component of its regional water resources and also serves as a sensitive indicator of climate change. Peak flows of the Fraser River of British Columbia (BC) and its many tributaries usually occur in late spring and early summer and are driven by snowmelt, especially at high elevations (Moore and Wondzell 2005). The Fraser River basin (FRB) is a snow-dominated system (Morrison et al. 2002), but significant declines of snow accumulations have been reported over recent decades, especially in its lowlands.
and interior plateaus (Slaymaker 1990; Danard and Murty 1994). Therefore, the FRB may now be transitioning to a hybrid, and perhaps even a rain-dominated, system, as climate model projections are suggesting (Morrison et al. 2002; Ferrari et al. 2007; Shrestha et al. 2012). Despite ongoing changes, the Fraser River continues to provide vast forest resources for the lumber industry, a source of hydroelectric generation, and numerous places of recreation along its waterways (Fraser Basin Council 2006, 2009). The Fraser is the seventh largest river in North America by annual discharge and is also one of the most prolific salmon rivers in the world, with many First Nations relying on the annual upriver migrations for nourishment (Xie and Hsieh 1989; Beamish et al. 1997; Benke and Cushing 2005; Fraser Basin Council 2006, 2009). However, Rand et al. (2006) demonstrate how extremes in flows can lead to high mortality rates in sockeye salmon migrating up the Fraser River. Thus, there may be significant impacts of climate change on the hydrologic regime of the Fraser River with implications to aquatic species and habitat, local communities, and the economy of western Canada.

There have been some recent efforts investigating the impacts of climate change on snow and its contribution to the hydrology of western North America. Mote et al. (2005) find a general declining trend in 1 April snow water equivalent (SWE) across western North America from 1925 to 2000 driven mainly by rising air temperatures but also decreasing precipitation amounts. Park et al. (2012) reveal declining trends in snow depth across North America between 1948 and 2006 while Choi et al. (2010) show a marked decline in snow cover duration in BC from 1972 to 2008. Hsieh and Tang (2001) reveal the influence of large-scale teleconnections on 1 April snowpack accumulations in the upper Columbia River basin, with cool phases of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation and the Pacific–North American pattern yielding large positive SWE anomalies. Danard and Murty (1994) report a 2.4 mm yr\(^{-1}\) decline in SWE across the FRB between 1966 and 1989 concurrent with streamflow decreases in October. Déry et al. (2012) compile a comprehensive runoff dataset for 139 sites across the watershed spanning a century (1911–2010) and concluded that there is increasing interannual variability in runoff across many streams and rivers in the FRB, providing evidence of recent extremes in flows detrimental to salmon. A recent modeling effort by Shrestha et al. (2012) also found the FRB may transition to a hybrid (pluvial/nival) river system from its current state of a snow-dominated regime by the end of the twenty-first century, with the interior plateau becoming a rainfall-dominated system. While these studies provide important information on the changing snow conditions and streamflow across western North America, to our knowledge no study has focused on the spatially integrated SWE across the entire FRB and its contribution to runoff generation in the latter half of the twentieth century.

To expand on these recent observational and modeling studies, this effort uses the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Liang et al. 1994, 1996) to conduct retrospective simulations of the FRB’s hydrology for water years (1 October to 30 September of the following calendar year) 1949–2006. The model simulations focus on two aspects: 1) a VIC simulation of SWE and runoff (R) driven by an observation-based forcing dataset and 2) VIC simulations with perturbed air temperatures and precipitation to evaluate possible hydrologic implications of climate change. A main objective of this paper is thus to assess the changing contribution of snow to runoff generation in the FRB during the latter part of the twentieth century and its sensitivity to air temperature and precipitation variability. To this end, the spatial variations of simulated SWE and R are first validated with daily observations from snow pillow stations and hydrometric gauges, respectively. A novel aspect of this work is the development of the ratio of the spatially averaged maximum SWE to \(R (R_{SR})\) that is then used to evaluate the direct contribution of snow to runoff generation over a given water year for the FRB.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the FRB’s geography, climate, and hydrology, and section 3 describes the VIC model, its setup for the FRB, and the forcing dataset. Section 3 details the observational datasets used to evaluate SWE and R simulated by the VIC model. Section 4 then describes the model calibration process using observed streamflow and how the forcing datasets are perturbed to assess the hydrologic responses in a changing climate and introduces the Mann–Kendall test statistics to evaluate trends in hydrometeorological variables, including \(R_{SR}\). Section 5 provides the results for water year maximum SWE, \(R\), and \(R_{SR}\) in 11 major subwatersheds across the FRB. Sensitivity tests with perturbed forcing datasets are also presented in section 5. The paper ends with a discussion in section 6 on the hydrologic impacts of climate changes in the FRB and directions for future work.

2. Study area

The 240 000 km\(^2\) FRB has 13 major subwatersheds (11 of which are well monitored by hydrometric gauge stations; see Table 1 for subbasin and station identification) and covers the mountainous terrain of the Coast and Rocky Mountains (Figs. 1a,b). The headwaters of the Fraser River originate in the Rocky Mountains near
Jasper, Alberta, with its tallest peak being Mount Robson at 3954 m MSL. Some of the major tributaries of the Fraser River are the Nechako, Quesnel, Chilcotin, and Thompson Rivers within the interior plateau. Descending through the Fraser Canyon, the Fraser River reaches Hope, BC, and then veers westward into the Salish Sea and the Strait of Georgia at Vancouver, BC (Benke and Cushing 2005; Evendon 2004; Fraser Basin Council 2006, 2009). The central sections of the Fraser River are mostly forested, but the area also includes grassland vegetation and large cattle farms in the relatively dry interior plateau while glaciers abound in the Rocky, Cariboo, and Coast Mountains (Bocking 1997). The main stem Fraser River has no impoundments, but the ~45 000 km² Nechako River basin, a main tributary in the northwestern part of the FRB, is a heavily regulated system (Hartman 1996; Schiefer and Klinkenberg 2004). During the 1950s, a large, earth-filled dam was built to regulate the flow of the Nechako River and to divert water to the coastal Kemano River to generate hydropower for an aluminum smelter in Kitimat, BC (Hartman 1996). The volume contained in the reservoir controlled by Kenney Dam is 32.7 km³ (Schiefer and Klinkenberg 2004) and the area upstream of the dam covers 15 600 km², or 6.5% of the entire FRB area (Déry et al. 2012).

Across the FRB (Benke and Cushing 2005), mean annual air temperatures vary from 0.5°C in the northwestern boundary in the Skeena Mountains to 7.5°C in

### Table 1. List of hydrometric stations maintained by the Water Survey of Canada with subbasin characteristics (Déry et al. 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subbasin</th>
<th>Gauge location name</th>
<th>Mean basin elev (m)</th>
<th>Gauged area (km²)</th>
<th>Glacier coverage (%)</th>
<th>Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Lon (°W)</th>
<th>Years of availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stuart (SU)</td>
<td>Stuart River near Fort St. James</td>
<td>1097</td>
<td>14 200</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>54.42</td>
<td>124.27</td>
<td>1929–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautley (NA)</td>
<td>Nautley River near Fort Fraser</td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>6 030</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>54.08</td>
<td>124.59</td>
<td>1950–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser–Shelley (UF)</td>
<td>Fraser River at Shelley</td>
<td>1413</td>
<td>32 400</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>54.01</td>
<td>122.62</td>
<td>1950–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quesnel (QU)</td>
<td>Quesnel River near Quesnel</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>11 500</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>52.84</td>
<td>122.22</td>
<td>1939–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilcotin (CH)</td>
<td>Chilko River near Redstone</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>6 940</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>52.07</td>
<td>123.54</td>
<td>1927–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Thompson (NT)</td>
<td>North Thompson River at McLure</td>
<td>1489</td>
<td>19 600</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>51.04</td>
<td>120.24</td>
<td>1958–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Thompson (ST)</td>
<td>South Thompson River at Chase</td>
<td>1316</td>
<td>16 200</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>50.76</td>
<td>119.74</td>
<td>1911–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson–Nicola (TN)</td>
<td>Thompson River near Spences Bridge</td>
<td>1363</td>
<td>54 900</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>50.35</td>
<td>121.39</td>
<td>1911–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser–Hope (LF1)</td>
<td>Fraser River at Hope</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>217 000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>49.38</td>
<td>121.45</td>
<td>1912–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillooet–Harrison (LH)</td>
<td>Harrison River near Harrison Hot Springs</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>7 870</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>121.80</td>
<td>1951–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser–Mission (LF2)</td>
<td>Fraser River at Mission</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>228 000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>49.12</td>
<td>122.30</td>
<td>1965–92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Maps of the FRB. (a) High-resolution digital elevation map with identification of major subwatersheds: SU, NA, UF, QU, CH, NT, ST, TN, LF1, LH, and LF2 (Table 1). Labels starting with “1” refer to BC River Forecast Centre snow pillow sites used in the study (see Table 4). (b) VIC model domain for the FRB (black line) with 0.25° resolution.
the south near the Okanagan area. The ranges of mean summer air temperature in the FRB are less variable (11° to 16.5°C) than the winter mean air temperature (−11° to −1°C). Precipitation is highly variable across the study domain. Coastal and mountainous areas receive abundant precipitation amounts of up to 3000 mm yr\(^{-1}\) while the interior plateau and regions to the lee of the Coast Mountains receive 400–800 mm yr\(^{-1}\). In the northern and mountainous regions of the FRB, snowfall plays an important role in precipitation. Because of its highly varying terrain and climate, the FRB includes various vegetation and land cover types ranging from alpine terrain, subalpine, and montane and coastal forests, with drier inland forests and grasslands in the interior plateau (Benke and Cushing 2005).

3. Model and data

a. VIC model and its setup for application to the FRB

The VIC (version 4.1.2) model (Liang et al. 1994, 1996) with more recent modifications (Cherkauer et al. 2003; Bowling et al. 2004; Bowling and Lettenmaier 2010) has been widely applied to assess water resources, land–atmosphere interactions, and hydrological responses to weather and climate over various river basins around the world (Nijssen et al. 2001; Maurer et al. 2002; Haddeland et al. 2007; see also H. Gao et al. 2014, unpublished manuscript, for a current summary of VIC developments). As climate change has been a critical issue since the 1990s, VIC has also been extensively used with various forcing datasets provided by outputs from climate and weather prediction models (Wang et al. 2008; Shukla et al. 2012; 2013). VIC is a semidistributed, macroscale hydrology model that resolves energy and mass balances within a grid cell. To consider subgrid variability of the land surface, VIC uses a statistical approach to cope with different land and soil types that control soil moisture storage capacity. After solving the energy and mass balances using a partitioned vegetation tile in a grid cell, base flow and runoff are determined at the end of the time step. After running all the grid cells in a watershed using VIC, the external routing model is employed to extract the runoff at the designated cell, which is usually an outlet point of the given watershed or subwatershed (Lohmann et al. 1996, 1998a,b).

Model grid cells to cover the entire FRB are composed of 34 rows and 42 columns with a 7° range of latitudes (48°–55°N) and a 12° range of longitudes (119°–131°W). Different tiles with each fraction characterized with soil and vegetation are proportionally partitioned within a grid cell. For the FRB application, three soil layers are used. The multi-institution North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) datasets include water infiltration characteristics in soil such as field capacity, wilting point, saturated and hydraulic conductivity (Cosby et al. 1984). Using the land cover map based on Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data (Hansen et al. 2000), the vegetation parameters are estimated using the method described in Sheffield and Wood (2007). The soil parameters generally fall into two categories. The first category of soil parameters is not adjusted once it is determined. Such parameters (e.g., soil texture information and soil bulk densities) are derived from the 5-min Food and Agriculture Organization dataset (FAO 2003). Another category of soil parameters is subject to calibration based on the agreement between simulated and observed hydrographs (Mitchell et al. 2004). Among various land cover properties, the leaf area index (LAI) is derived from Myneni et al. (1997) and is inverted from Hansen et al. (2000). These LAI values are the monthly means that do not represent the interannual variability of LAI changes. Rooting depth of the trees varies with LAI. For example, a short grass only root-uptakes the soil moisture from the top layer.

For the snow hydrology process, the albedo follows the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers empirical snow albedo decay curve (USACE 1956). The total amount of precipitation is distributed based on the global 0.25° grid cell, and the air temperature is also adjusted with a lapse rate to determine the precipitation type. Ten 100-m elevation bands are used in the simulation to account for air temperature changes with elevation and impacts on precipitation phases. Note also that lakes, reservoirs, and wetlands are not considered in this VIC model application to the FRB. Future work will incorporate these components that may be especially important for the simulation of streamflow in the Nechako River, where there is a large impoundment of water for hydropower generation (Hartman 1996). In this subbasin, the unregulated Nautley River is selected for the streamflow calibration and subsequent analyses. Runoff attenuation due to the dam in the Nechako River is considered by calibrating VIC input parameters with monthly mean flows at the hydrometric gauging station at Hope, BC, the most downstream location on the Fraser River main stem covering the entire study period. By minimizing the difference between observed and simulated runoff at the outlet station, the diverted water to the Pacific Ocean from the Nechako River, which is the northwest part basin, is accounted for in the simulated hydrographs at the outlet. Even though the effect of the interbasin diversion in the Nechako is not completely removed, the streamflow estimation of the outlet of the FRB satisfies the goal of determining the contribution of snowmelt to
runoff generation for the entire FRB. The exclusion of the reservoir effect can be supported by the fact that the area upstream of the Kenney Dam within the Nechako River basin only occupies 6.5% of the FRB area. In addition, the fraction of the diverted water to the total annual runoff at Hope, BC amounts to only about 3% of the overall Fraser River at Hope, BC (Water Survey of Canada 2014; Déry et al. 2012). Across the FRB, outlets for the 11 gauged subwatersheds are selected to estimate the routed streamflow from the VIC simulations. Finally, the routing network is adopted from Wu et al. (2011). While the FRB is a typical cold region watershed, the “frozen soil” option is turned off in the VIC simulations. Since the FRB is mostly covered by a deep snowpack throughout the winter season, the underlying soil/ground is well insulated and maintains temperatures near or above 0°C.

b. Forcing dataset

In this study, the VIC model is driven by daily precipitation, maximum air temperature (Tmax), minimum air temperature (Tmin), and average wind speed from 1948 to 2006 at a 0.25° horizontal resolution. The forcing
dataset for the VIC model is sourced from the extended University of Washington gridded dataset (Shi et al. 2013; Adam et al. 2006; Adam and Lettenmaier 2008). Monthly precipitation originates from the University of Delaware (UDel) observed land surface precipitation product (Matsuura and Wilmott 2009). The UDel product is adjusted to account for gauge undercatch since solid precipitation is typically underestimated in

![Graphs showing time series and linear trend for mean annual air temperature and total annual precipitation across the FRB, 1949–2006. Linear trends in grid-scale annual air temperature and annual precipitation across the FRB, 1949–2006.](image)

**Table 2. Ranges and final values of VIC calibration parameters at Hope, BC.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Final values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b_infilt</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Parameter used to describe the VIC</td>
<td>0.00001–0.2</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ds</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fraction of the Dmax parameter at which nonlinear base flow occurs</td>
<td>0.00001–0.1</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ws</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Fraction of maximum soil moisture where nonlinear base flow occurs</td>
<td>0.2–0.6</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Depth of second soil layer</td>
<td>0.7–1.0</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Depth of third soil layer</td>
<td>0.7–2.5</td>
<td>2.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dsmax</td>
<td>mm day⁻¹</td>
<td>Maximum velocity of base flow for each grid cell</td>
<td>12.0–18.0</td>
<td>13.971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
winter by 10%–50% (Adam and Lettenmaier 2003; Adam et al. 2006; Adam and Lettenmaier 2008; Shi et al. 2013). Monthly precipitation data are transformed to daily data using the high temporal precipitation dataset from Sheffield et al. (2006). Owing to a discontinuity and sharp decline in precipitation beginning in 2000 (based on the original forcing datasets), precipitation data onward are multiplied by a factor of 1.3. This step change in precipitation across the FRB is not observed in other datasets we examined, including the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006) and in Environment Canada station-based records (Sanderson et al. 2014, manuscript submitted to Can. Geogr.; Environment Canada 2014). The factor of 1.3 is the ratio of the historical (1949–99) mean annual precipitation across the FRB relative to the 2000s.

Daily wind speeds are extracted from National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis datasets (Kalnay et al. 1996). These four forcing variables (i.e., daily precipitation, daily Tmax, daily Tmin, and daily average wind speed) are used to drive the VIC simulations from 1 January 1948 to 31 December 2006 in the FRB. A model spinup time is considered with 10 years from the beginning of the simulation; thus, the state file for 1958 is used to initialize the VIC model.

To evaluate the FRB’s climate from 1949 to 2006 water years, the forcing dataset for the VIC simulation is analyzed. First, forcing datasets for air temperatures (using the mean of daily Tmin and Tmax) and precipitation are averaged across the watershed during the water year. An average daily air temperature across the FRB is superimposed with a spatially averaged precipitation during the water year (Fig. 2a). The air temperature remains below 0°C from November to April. In May and June, the air temperature climbs above 0°C to reach 10°C, thus inducing snowmelt across the basin. Snowfall begins in November and persists until April in a given water year.

Figure 2b shows the spatial distribution of mean air temperature in the FRB in water years from 1949 to 2006 at the resolution of the VIC model application. While coastal areas are the mildest in BC, the interior portions of the FRB have noticeably warmer air temperatures compared to the high-elevation Coast and Rocky Mountains. Note also that the middle Fraser in the interior plateau (see in Figs. 1a and 2c) is the driest section in the FRB, while snowfall is predominant in the Coast and Rocky Mountains (Fig. 2d). Therefore, the limited amounts of precipitation in the upper/middle Fraser and Thompson River basins are sustained by upstream mountain snowpacks deposited during winter.

In addition to the spatial distribution of averaged air temperature and precipitation, their trends over 58 years are also shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. This shows warming of 1.4°C over 58 years across the entire FRB (Fig. 3a) during the latter part of the twentieth century. On the other hand, precipitation does not change over the same period (Fig. 3b). Since these linear trends represent spatially averaged values across the FRB, trends in air temperature and precipitation are also assessed at the gridpoint scale (Figs. 3c,d). According to the spatial distribution of the air temperature trends, the northernmost Upper Fraser and Nechako subwatersheds experienced relatively stronger warming rates of 0.4°C decade⁻¹, and other FRB areas had increasing air temperature trends of 0.2°C decade⁻¹. In addition, there is no significant change in precipitation over 58 years across the FRB (Fig. 3d).

c. Parameter calibration in VIC

VIC simulations from 1948 to 1968 are used for model calibration. This optimization process is conducted by minimizing the difference between observed and simulated monthly streamflow at Hope, BC, using the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970). The gauge station at Hope, BC, which covers 97% of the FRB drainage area, has a continuous streamflow record from 1912 to 2006 (end year of the simulations). To further investigate the spatial variations of hydrological responses, the FRB is divided into 11 subwatersheds to evaluate the VIC model’s performances of SWE, R, and their ratio, RSR, from 1949 to 2006. The calibration is applied to all 11 subwatersheds to determine the most optimized parameters against the observed streamflow at each basin.

The University of Arizona multiobjective complex evolution (MOCOM-UA) optimizer is selected for the calibration process (Yapo et al. 1998; Shi et al. 2008). MOCOM-UA searches a set of VIC input parameters using the population method to maximize the NSE coefficient between observed and simulated runoff. At each trial by iterative MOCOM-UA processes, the multiobjective vector consisting of VIC parameters is determined and then the population is ranked by the Pareto rank of Goldberg (1989). Here, the training parameter set used in the optimization process is composed of six variables in the soil dataset: b_infill (a parameter of the variable infiltration curve), Dsmax (the maximum velocity of base flow for each grid cell), Ws (the fraction of maximum soil moisture where nonlinear base flow occurs), D2 and D3 (the depths of the second and third soil layers), and Ds (the fraction of the Dsmax parameter at which nonlinear base flow occurs).

By minimizing the difference between the simulated and corresponding observed monthly runoff, these six VIC parameters are optimized. The definitions, ranges,
and final values of these calibrated parameters used for the case of the station at Hope, BC are listed in Table 2. All 11 subbasins are used to determine the parameters using the MOCOM-UA method. Monthly and daily NSE values between simulated and observed runoff during both the calibration (1948–68) and validation (1969–2006) periods are also provided in Table 3. Here, the interbasin diversion effect in the Nechako River is statistically considered after the calibration processes to linearly reduce the amount of runoff at the outlet station of the main stem of the Fraser River in Hope, BC, by artificially reducing the streamflow owing to the amount of diverted water of the Nechako River. This is because the outlet includes influx from the Nechako River even after the impoundments.

d. Observed streamflow and SWE

To calibrate and validate the simulated runoff by the VIC model, daily streamflow data from Environment Canada’s Hydrometric Dataset (HYDAT; Water Survey of Canada 2014) are used. Dery et al. (2012) extracted and compiled a comprehensive streamflow dataset for the FRB spanning 1911–2010. The selected stations here cover the major subbasins of the FRB: Stuart River (SU), Nautley River (NA), upper Fraser River (UF), Quesnel River (QU), Chilko River (CH), North Thompson River (NT), South Thompson River (ST), Thompson–Nicola River (TN), lower Fraser River at Hope (LF1), Lillooet–Harrison River (LH), and lower Fraser River at Mission (LF2). Table 1 summarizes the hydrometric gauges, their coordinates, basin characteristics, and data availability, and Fig. 1a shows the location of these 11 gauge stations across the FRB. Typically, the most downstream hydrometric station in each subbasin is selected, with the exception of the NA, the largest one among unregulated tributaries within the highly regulated Nechako watershed.

In addition, the simulated SWE is also compared with an observational dataset from the BC River Forecast Centre’s network of snow pillow sites (BC Ministry of Forests Lands and Natural Resource Operations 2014). The snow pillow stations record the weight of the accumulated snowpack (SWE) on a daily basis. There are 51 snow pillow stations currently in operation across BC, but only a few have long-term, historical (>20 yr) records in the FRB. SWE observations from four sites located in the middle to upper Fraser are thus selected to evaluate the SWE simulations by the VIC model. The locations of the four stations are shown in Fig. 1a and are summarized in Table 4, with their names, locations, elevations, station identifications, and data availability.

4. Methods

a. Snow contribution to runoff generation

To quantify the contribution of snow to runoff generation across the basin, $R_{SR}$ each water year is obtained from (Dery et al. 2005a)

$$R_{SR} = \frac{\text{SWE}_{\text{melt}}}{\sum_{t=1}^{N} R_t},$$

where $R$ is the runoff (mm day$^{-1}$) and $N$ is 365 or 366, depending on whether a given year is a leap year or not, noting that $t = 1$ marks 1 October of a given water year. The SWE$_{\text{melt}}$ is defined by

$$\text{SWE}_{\text{melt}} = \text{SWE}_{\text{max}} - \text{SWE}_{\text{min}},$$

where SWE$_{\text{max}}$ is $\max\{\text{SWE}_t\}_{t=1,\ldots,N}$ and SWE$_{\text{min}}$ is $\min\{\text{SWE}_t\}_{t=1,\ldots,N}$.

The simulated streamflow is converted to areal runoff by dividing it by the corresponding watershed area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Basin</th>
<th>Station name</th>
<th>Elev (m)</th>
<th>Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Lon (°W)</th>
<th>Record length</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>NSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A01P</td>
<td>Upper Fraser</td>
<td>Yellowhead</td>
<td>1860.0</td>
<td>52.90</td>
<td>118.63</td>
<td>1996–present</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A02P</td>
<td>Upper Fraser</td>
<td>McBride (Upper)</td>
<td>1620.0</td>
<td>53.30</td>
<td>120.33</td>
<td>1971–present</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C18P</td>
<td>Middle Fraser</td>
<td>Mission Ridge</td>
<td>1850.0</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>122.20</td>
<td>1969–present</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C20P</td>
<td>Middle Fraser</td>
<td>Boss Mountain Mine</td>
<td>1460.0</td>
<td>52.12</td>
<td>120.87</td>
<td>1993–present</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Description of selected snow pillow stations used for SWE comparisons against VIC simulations using the NSE coefficients.
Daily runoff at the outlet cell corresponding to the streamflow station over a given water year is temporally integrated to obtain a total annual runoff at a selected basin. Note that $R_{SR}$ is computed with the runoff after the routing of the streamflow, except when examined at the grid scale, and that another $R_{SR}$ is also determined using the observed $R$ instead of the simulated $R$ with the same SWE$_{melt}$.

Fig. 4. Simulated (sim) and observed (obs) runoff for the Fraser River and its major subwatersheds for the calibration period (1948–68).
b. Hydrologic sensitivity under perturbed air temperature and precipitation

To evaluate the possible impacts of climate change on the hydrology of the FRB, the air temperature and precipitation values in the forcing dataset are perturbed to perform a series of sensitivity tests. Here, Tmin and Tmax are perturbed by $\pm 1.0^\circ$C and $\pm 2.0^\circ$C, whereas precipitation is multiplied by factors of 0.9 and 1.1 to explore impacts to the simulated...
SWE and runoff. This approach follows Vano et al. (2012), who evaluated the sensitivity and the elasticity of hydrologic responses as simulated by multiple hydrological models including VIC over the Colorado River basin of the United States. In addition to the separate perturbations, the simultaneous changes in the air temperature and precipitation are also applied to the VIC simulations to determine a dominant factor in the snowmelt contribution to the runoff.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the validation period (1969–2006).
c. Mann–Kendall statistics

Using the Mann–Kendall test statistics (Mann 1945, Kendall 1970; Déry et al. 2005b), temporal trends of $R_{SR}$ and other hydrometeorological variables are evaluated in all 11 subwatersheds. To reject the null hypothesis that there is no trend, the $p$ value of the Mann–Kendall test needs to be lower than a given value, here chosen as $p < 0.05$. 
5. Results and discussion

a. Runoff: Calibration and validation

Fig. 4 compares the calibrated and observed runoff at the 11 gauged subwatersheds. The amount of low flow and timing of the runoff peaks are better captured as the basin areas increase, for example, from the North Thompson, South Thompson, Thompson–Nicola, Fraser at Hope, and Fraser at Mission. The upper (Fraser River at Shelley) and middle (Quesnel River) Fraser also show relatively good fits with the observations (Table 3). However, the hydrology of the Stuart River subwatershed is not well represented with respect to the peak timing, while the amount of low flows is properly simulated in the calibration period. The Chilko River also shows a reasonable amount of low flows and timing compared with observations during the calibration period, except for the amount of peak flow in July and August.

After the calibration process, the model outputs are then validated for the period from 1969 to 2006 in the 11 subwatersheds of interest (Fig. 5). The observed runoff peak induced by snowmelt in May and June is well captured by the VIC simulations at Hope, BC, and other major tributaries (Fig. 5, Table 3). Overall, the comparisons show NSE coefficients >0.6 both in the calibration and validation periods, except for the Stuart, Nautley, and Chilko Rivers with an NSE < 0.6 in the validation period. Note that the upstream portion of the Chilko basin includes Chilko Lake, one of the largest mountain lakes in the Coast Mountains, which affects the hydrograph at...
Redstone, BC. In the Stuart River, the hydrometric gauge is located in the far northern part of the FRB at the outlet to Stuart Lake, which also attenuates observed hydrologic signals not captured by the VIC model. The daily comparison for the coastal Lillooet–Harrison River also shows a relatively low NSE score, perhaps attributed to the multiple runoff-generating processes in this watershed that include glacier melt in the Coast Mountains, high-elevation snowpacks, and abundant rainfall at lower elevations.

Even with variations in hydrologic responses across the FRB, the NSE values at the hydrometric station at Hope, BC, are 0.93 and 0.85 for the calibration and validation periods, respectively. The timing of peak flows induced by snowmelt is well simulated in June and July. Considering the main objective of this paper is to evaluate the contribution of snowmelt to the runoff in the entire FRB, the satisfactory NSE statistics at the outlet provide confidence the VIC model can be applied to the FRB to obtain accurate simulations of its hydrologic responses to climate forcing.

b. SWE and $SWE_{melt}$

There is a spatial discrepancy between the simulated (0.25°) and observed (single point) SWE that may lead to an uncertainty in snow estimations by models or remote sensing (Elder et al. 1991; Tong et al. 2010). In addition to the scale issues, the SWE time series are often discontinuous; nonetheless, relatively long periods (up to 20 yr) for validations are possible between BC
Snow pillow sites and the VIC simulated SWE. Some of the SWE simulations, especially in the upper and middle Fraser where a high volume of SWE is deposited, are compared with the observed SWE (BC Ministry of Forests Lands and Natural Resource Operations 2014). For example, the VIC model simulations of SWE compare favorably to the daily observations at Mission Ridge in the middle Fraser over a 30-year period (NSE $= 0.71$; Table 3). In fact, all simulated time series of SWE have NSE values $>0.65$ in the upper and middle Fraser areas, demonstrating that the VIC model is able to capture the interannual variability in snow accumulation (Fig. 6; also see Fig. 1a for the snow stations used here). In contrast, the observed SWE values in the lower Fraser are not well captured by VIC, perhaps owing to its coastal influence and strong sensitivity to air temperatures (not shown). Nonetheless, this provides confidence that the VIC model is able to simulate SWE and SWE$_{melt}$ across most of the FRB, and hence its overall contribution to streamflow generation for the FRB.

c. $R_{SR}$

The ratio $R_{SR}$ in Fig. 7c provides an estimate of the contribution of snow to the annual runoff within the FRB. There are decreasing trends both of simulated SWE$_{melt}$ and $R$ for Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively, from 1949 to 2006 for the Fraser River at Hope, with slopes $-1.72$ and $-0.40$ mm yr$^{-1}$, respectively. Using the observed $R$, another $R_{SR}$ is also determined in Fig. 7c. It shows a lower decreasing trend than the simulated $R_{SR}$. This results in a decline of $R_{SR}$ from 0.80 to 0.65 over the study period. Computing $R_{SR}$ using the observed runoff yields a trend very similar to that from the VIC simulations.

The $R_{SR}$ for all subbasins of the FRB show statistically significant decreasing trends, with the exception of the Nautley and Stuart Rivers (Fig. 8, Table 5). The trends decrease monotonically and become steeper when moving downstream along the Fraser River. There are statistically significant decreasing trends of SWE contribution to runoff generation in 9 of 11 FRB subwatersheds with reductions $>16\%$, most notably in the downstream reaches of the FRB between 1949 and 2006 (ST, NT, TN, and LF1/LF2 shown in Table 5). Note the largest decrease (26%) arises in the South Thompson River that drains parts of the Canadian Rockies. Figure 9a also shows grid-scale trends in SWE$_{melt}$ across the FRB from 1949 to 2006. The largest declines (200 mm) are found in the lower Coast Mountains and the Canadian Rocky Mountains in the headwaters of the Fraser River (corresponding to the LH and UF/NT subbasins). The decline average SWE$_{melt}$ across the FRB is 107 mm (from 444 to 337 mm in 1949 and 2006, respectively). The decrease of $R_{SR}$ is thus mainly attributed to declines in snow accumulation rather than changes in runoff amounts, consistent with the overall lack of trend in precipitation across the FRB but a change in its phase.

d. Spatial patterns of trends in $R_{SR}$

Spatial patterns of trends in $R_{SR}$ are also evaluated across the FRB (Figs. 9b,c). Here, a gridded version of $R_{SR}$ is determined by dividing the SWE$_{melt}$ at each grid cell with the water year sum of runoff and base flow in the same cell determined by VIC. This spatial representation of $R_{SR}$ effectively describes its spatiotemporal patterns across the FRB. Large $R_{SR}$ values are found at high elevations across the FRB with a strong declining gradient to the interior plateau. Negative trends in $R_{SR}$ are also dominant in the interior plateau surrounded by the Coast and Cariboo Mountains, just east of the Quesnel River subbasin. The significance of those grid-scale trends are assessed with the Mann–Kendall test as well with binary numbers indicating 1 (trend, $p < 0.05$).
and 0 (no trend, $p \geq 0.05$; Fig. 9c). The Thompson–Nicola River in the southwestern part of the FRB is also found to have a decreasing trend in addition to the Chilko and upper Fraser watersheds. Note that not only the lower Coast Mountains but also the Thompson–Nicola (windward of the Rocky Mountains) basin appear to have lower contributions of snow to the runoff generation during the latter part of the twentieth century.

**Fig. 8.** Time series and linear trends of simulated annual ratio $R_{SR}$ over the hydrological year spatially averaged across the Fraser River subbasins: SU, NA, UF, QU, CH, NT, ST, TN, LF1, LH, and LF2.
e. Hydrologic responses to perturbed forcing

To investigate the Fraser River’s (at Hope) hydrologic responses (e.g., $\text{SWE}_{\text{melt}}$, $R$, and $R_{SR}$) to a changing climate, the forcing datasets are perturbed by increasing/decreasing air temperatures in increments of 1.0°C and 2.0°C and multiplying precipitation by factors of 0.9 and 1.1, respectively. The simulation results suggest that $\text{SWE}_{\text{melt}}$ is largest when the air temperature decreases by 2°C (Fig. 10a), leading to greater runoff.
Nonetheless, $R_{SR}$ is barely affected, owing to proportional changes in SWE and runoff. However, in the 1990s and 2000s, an increase of 2°C yields the largest decrease of $R_{SR}$ compared to previous decades. For example, the difference of $R_{SR}$ between 22°C and 12°C is about 0.2. This suggests that the snow deposition diminishes with warmer air temperature but runoff does not decrease as much. Therefore, the increasing air temperature mostly contributes to the attenuation of $R_{SR}$, especially since the 1990s across the FRB.

Fig. 11 shows the results from perturbed precipitation forcings. SWE$_{melt}$ increases as precipitation increases and as more snow accumulates when the winter snowfall is enhanced. More runoff is also generated by the increase of precipitation. The amplification in runoff is attributed to the fact that Fraser River is mostly driven by spring snowmelt. If precipitation is increased, more seasonal snowpack is deposited in the mountains. Because snowfall is also amplified during the wintertime when the snowmelt season starts as temperatures rise, more runoff driven by snowmelt is likely to happen. On the other hand, larger precipitation (1.1 multiplicative factor) imposed to the FRB shows less snow contribution to the runoff in the FRB (Fig. 10c). This inverse relationship between precipitation and $R_{SR}$ implies that the change of SWE$_{melt}$ is not as large as the change in runoff induced by precipitation.

In addition to separate perturbations of air temperature and precipitation, a set of simultaneous perturbations is also conducted. Table 6 shows average values and trends of $R_{SR}$ along the 58 years with precipitation times 0.9 and 1.1 with air temperature in increments of 1.0°C and 2.0°C. As precipitation and air temperature diminishes, the $R_{SR}$ becomes amplified, indicating the snowmelt contribution to the runoff becomes significant. The smallest value of 0.64 of $R_{SR}$ occurs when the precipitation is multiplied by 1.1 and the air temperature is increased by 2°C. This suggests that warming temperatures suppress the snowmelt contribution because of less deposition of snowpack. The largest $R_{SR}$ of 0.81 occurs when the air temperature decreases by 2°C with no perturbation of precipitation. Because the VIC model determines the snowfall based on a lapse rate of air temperature across the elevation bands, the cooler air temperature amplifies the snowfall fraction accumulated within a grid cell, increasing the contribution of the snowmelt to the runoff.

### 6. Summary and conclusions

VIC, a macroscale surface hydrology model, is applied to Canada’s Fraser River basin from water year 1949 to
2006. The simulations reveal that a warming climate results in significant changes in the hydrological regime of the FRB. Indeed, from 1949 to 2006, the VIC simulations yield a 19% decline in the contribution of snow to runoff generation ($R_{SR}$) for the main stem Fraser River at Hope, BC. Similarly, statistically significant reductions in the contribution of snow to runoff generation arise in 9 out of 11 of the FRB’s major subwatersheds, owing to a 1.4°C overall rise in mean annual air temperatures over the study period. Thus, declining snowpacks have altered the timing and amount of runoff seen in the FRB in recent decades, similar to trends observed in the northwestern United States (Mote et al. 2005; Stewart et al. 2005).

Although the VIC simulations compare favorably with observations of both SWE and streamflow across the FRB, limitations remain to this study. Despite using high-resolution elevation bands (100 m) critical in the mountainous FRB, the spatial resolution of 0.25° is relatively coarse and will be improved in future work. Similarly, the daily time step used in the VIC model integrations may be increased to hourly in future efforts. The accuracy of the forcing data at the model grid resolution and its modification to consider lapse rate effects across elevation bands may also introduce uncertainties in the VIC model simulations. Finally, the calibration process may yield good simulation results while not representing the actual physical conditions of the basin such as soil layer thicknesses. Nonetheless, the high NSE coefficients of the VIC simulations for SWE and runoff compared to observations offer promising indications of the model’s ability to resolve hydrological processes in complex and varied terrain.

As one of the world’s largest salmon rivers, the Fraser and its tributaries are vital to the ecological functioning, cultural values, and economy of western Canada. Climate change may significantly degrade the success rates of upriver salmon migrations into the inland sections of the FRB as well as spawning rates (Eliason et al. 2011). More abundant rainfall will scour the riverbeds, resulting in deterioration in salmon spawning habitats (McNeil 1966; Steen and Quinn 1999). Warmer water temperatures and stronger fluctuations
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**FIG. 10.** Time series of (a) SWE melt, (b) $R$, and (c) $R_{SR}$ when the air temperature forcing is perturbed by increments of ±1.0°C and ±2.0°C for LF1, 1949–2006.
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**FIG. 11.** Time series of (a) SWE melt, (b) $R$, and (c) $R_{SR}$ when the precipitation forcing is perturbed by multiplicative factors of 1.1 and 0.9 for LF1, 1949–2006.
in flows may also impede future salmon migrations (Morrison et al. 2002; Déry et al. 2012). Thus, future work will investigate twenty-first-century climate change scenarios and their possible impacts on the hydrology of the FRB, including changes in snowpack accumulation. This will provide critical information on the range of possible future flows and their timing and hence establish possible impacts on Fraser River Keystone species such as salmon.
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TABLE 6. Average values and slopes of $R_{SR}$ of perturbed air temperature and precipitation, 1949–2006 (all Mann–Kendall test $p$ values are below 0.05, suggesting significant decreasing trend).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precipitation</th>
<th>$T_{\text{air}} - 2^\circ$C</th>
<th>$T_{\text{air}} - 1^\circ$C</th>
<th>$T_{\text{air}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{air}} + 1^\circ$C</th>
<th>$T_{\text{air}} + 2^\circ$C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend [(58 yr)$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>$T_{\text{air}} - 2^\circ$C</td>
<td>$T_{\text{air}} - 1^\circ$C</td>
<td>$T_{\text{air}}$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{air}} + 1^\circ$C</td>
<td>$T_{\text{air}} + 2^\circ$C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
<td>−0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


